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A BRIEF HISTORY OF MALAYSIA. By Tim Lambert. ANCIENT MALAYA. The first people to live in Malaya were Stone
Age hunter-gatherers. They arrived as.

Generally, soil conditions in Sarawak and Sabah do not differ greatly from those on the peninsula. The first
group in the peninsula to use metal tools, the Deutero-Malays were the direct ancestors of today's Malaysian
Malays , and brought with them advanced farming techniques. In the early 17th century the Dutch established
trading bases in Southeast Asia. Most future Malay states originated from this period. Communist activity
flared up again in the mids then died down. Parameswara became a Muslim, and because Malacca was under a
Muslim prince, the conversion of Malays to Islam accelerated in the 15th century. There he came under the
protection of Temagi, a Malay chief from Patani who was appointed by the king of Siam as regent of
Temasek. The Japanese occupied the country from to  One of the last British colonies to achieve
independence, Malaysia has been developed by its leaders as a model of rapid modernisation. The economic
importance of Malaya to Europe grew rapidly during the 18th century. Mount Kinabalu towers above this
mountain complex; at 13, feet 4, metres , it is the highest peak in Malaysia and in the Southeast Asian
archipelago as a whole. The Islam in Malaysia was influenced by previous religions and was originally not
orthodox. Elevations there generally are less than 1, feet metres , but isolated groups of hills reach heights of
2, feet metres or more. They date back 1. Anwar was found guilty of corruption in April and sentenced to six
years in prison. It spelt gold not only to the Romans but to others as well. However, in they were made a
crown colony. It was to be the only war the West had won against Communism. A joint administration was
formed for Penang, Malacca and Singapore, which became known as the Straits Settlements The British
brought in the Chinese to work in the tin mines and the Indians to work in the rubber plantations and to build
the railways. Later Stone Age farmers came to Malaya and displaced them. Johor's eclipse also left Perak as
the unrivalled leader of the Malay states. Stories from the Katasaritasagaram describe the elegance of life in
Kataha. Chinese workers flocked to work in the tin mines of Malaya and on plantations. After the
parliamentary system was restored, the National Front Barisan Nasional â€” a multiethnic alliance led by
UMNO â€” won over two-thirds of seats at all elections of the s, s and s and this continued into the s.
Surrounded by Sarawak is a small coastal enclave containing the sultanate of Brunei. The Japanese invaded
Singapore on 8 February 


